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Abstract- In this paper, a small idea is presented for solution of sorting out the traffic challenges faced by the people using android and IoT. The concept of IoT is used to increase transport efficiency of a vehicle and also use the generated data to rank the services. The system is a an android app that can be used to collect the user data from various locations and also can collect and charge fine for the same. This data can also be accessed by RTO officers, admin as well as users. On the off chance that the movement gets high specifically region at that point activity police delegated to that zone will enter the area from his application and other data. So all the registered users of the city will get warning for same. In this application clients can check all the movement related acts and fine sums identified with those demonstrations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We, on the whole know about the present movement challan age frameworks that are done physically with pen and paper and it expended parcel of time. The work done physically prompts debasement as the police composes something on the paper and pays something else to the legislature. Additionally, this manual framework does not keep records of the beforehand done infringement and these offenses may increment at a higher rate and which prompts higher punishments. Likewise in manual framework the client needs to pay the fine instantly to the police which isn't the genuine case as any of the client submitting the offense should be given a day and age of 3 to 4 days in which the client needs to pay the fine according to the predetermined run the show. In any case, as of late in the manual framework the client isn't given whenever period because of which he needs to pay the fine sum instantly. In this way the client faces much issue. Presently proceeding onward towards the vehicle towing, when the vehicle of a man gets towed if stopped in a No Parking zone or because of some other reason, the client of the vehicle is uninformed about the same and the client couldn't discover their vehicle. The client thinks about the towing of vehicle on the off chance that they are educated about the same by any of the other individual. Indeed, even a few clients are unconscious about the place from where to gather the vehicle and this may prompts issues to the client. So by building up this application, the clients conferring any offense will be allowed to pay the fine inside 3 to 4 days of the submitted offense. Additionally when the vehicle of the client gets towed, they will be informed so they don't confront numerous issues.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The principle point of the application is to furnish users with the condition that is users productive and is less tedious concerning the current application.

1) Once the client is enrolled to the application the client needs to enter the points of interest through which the client can get to the application. He has to add all the details of himself containing the details of driving license, PUC, RC book etc.

2) If there should be an occurrence of a criminal traffic offense made by client the movement police issues a challan containing the vehicle number and depiction of the offense that is finished by client and additionally fine add up to be paid and advises the client with respect to the same. The client can pay challan by making the exchanges either by net managing an account or by credit or check card. The client can check the historical backdrop of pending fines. Client can likewise check the petty criminal offense history for every one of the vehicles.

3) Whenever the vehicle of client gets towed from a specific area the activity police enters the vehicle number into the application and recovers the client points of interest and after that sends warning to the client about the sum to be paid and the area from where the vehicle has been towed. It additionally incorporates the points of interest from where the client can gather the vehicle subsequent to paying fine.

4) Provides movement cautions utilizing Google forecast, that consequently gets our present area n demonstrates the status of activity in our close-by areas. It indicates regions using different mark lines for the alerts. The activity principles, acts and fine sum for the particular administer are transferred which can be alluded by client. The fine sum for the particular administer can likewise be refreshed eventually interim.
III. IMPLEMENTATION

1) Admin: The admin can see the whole system details whether it is registration, pending charges etc. He can easily manage the traffic police module as well as user data. The admin provides various reminders and alerts to users such as the traffic in particular area is observed, the traffic notification is provided to user indicating whether it is light, medium or heavy traffic.
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2) The police has module of scanning the vehicle and imposing fine/charges. The scams of having something on paper and charging some different penalty can be reduced. The members can’t force users to pay the charges immediately instead they get the time of 3-4 days.
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3) The users can easily find the imposed fine details and also can get the notification at particular time interval. The users can save his important documents like driving license, PUC, RC book etc., in the e-wallet provided.

![User Interface](image3)
I. LIMITATIONS

- Vehicle points of interest and driver subtle elements can't be assembled at specific occurrence of infringement of run the show.
- Tracking of vehicle utilized by the outsiders can't be recognized.
- There is a plausibility that the while sending the warning by means of SMS, the notice won't not achieve the client because of association issues.
- A necessary web association is required for the working of the Application.

II. FUTURE SCOPE

- In future, rather than bringing the points of interest physically it will be brought through face discovery and additionally getting subtle elements of client by checking the number plate of the vehicle.

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we get to the meaningful part that our examination is mostly in view of the way that it gives simple and easy availability to the end-clients for cooperation with movement police and RTO. This application will give another progression towards Digital India.
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